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DO MORE WITH
AUGER TORQUE
EXPAND AND UTILIZE
YOUR MACHINE’S CAPABILITY

+60 132067101
SOUTH EAST ASIA

ibrahim.rabani@augertorque.com | augertorque.my

ATTACHMENTS INCREASE
YOUR PROFITABILITY
SMALL ADDITION FOR BIG GAIN
WHY DO I NEED ATTACHMENTS?
• Drilling for tree planting, electric post installation or fencing works are EASIER
and MORE precise to do with auger drill compared to standard bucket.
• Trenching for cable installation, drainage or irrigation pipes will be FASTER,
CLEANER and require LESS manpower than using trenching bucket.
• Clearing a land area or trimming vegetation using mulcher will be FASTER and
REDUCE your logistic cost.
• The list will go on, but the message is the same, you will make MORE profit with
attachments.

ABOUT AUGER TORQUE
Established in Europe in 1998, Auger Torque has created a new standard
in the earthmoving attachment market by putting you, the customer, at the
centre of everything we do.
Now with four manufacturing bases worldwide, we are satisfying the demand
for high-quality products in over seventy countries on all seven continents.
Auger Torque is a manufacturing company with global distribution and
dealer networks.

MARKET LEADING WARRANTY PROGRAM
Planetary Gearbox Components - 72 Months
Hydraulic Motors - 36 Months

AUGER TORQUE – SAVING YOU MONEY AT EVERY LEVEL
DEALERS AVAILABLE AT:
BANGKOK, KUALA LUMPUR, KUCHING, SINGAPORE, JAKARTA,
MAKATI, CEBU, DAVAO

EARTH DRILLS

Auger Torque’s Earth Drills are built to the
most exciting standards using only high-quality
materials and the latest manufacturing
techniques available.
Coupled with industry leading manufacturer’s
warranty program ensuring peace of mind
while you run your projects.
Being hydraulically driven, Auger Torque’s
Earth Drill able to fit into many parent
machines such as excavators from 0.75t up
to 50t, back hoe loader, skid steer loader, tele
handler, truck crane and tractor.
From the smallest fencing and landscaping job
through to major foundation and piling works,
you can be sure that your Auger Torque Earth
Drill will deliver, time and time again.

OUR RANGE

MAX TORQUE

X2500

3500MAX

4500MAX

3000TC

5500TC

7000TC

5500MAX

7000MAX

2,847Nm

3,614Nm

4,499Nm

3,116Nm

5,477Nm

6,819Nm

5,477Nm

6,931Nm

600mm
5-35
80-260

800mm
15-50
80-260

1000mm
15-50
80-260

750mm
40-115
80-260

900mm
60-135
80-260

65mm Round

SHAFT DIMENSION
MAX DIAMETER
FLOW RATE (lpm)
PRESSURE RANGE

500mm
27-65
70-240

750mm
40-85
80-240

900mm
50-95
80-240

CUSTOM FABRICATION
We are able to fabricate custom
attachments to suit your need.

ALIGNMENT MONITOR

Efficient one man operation ensuring
every hole drilled is vertical

AUGERS

Auger Torque offers auger bits with different
type of teeth for you to be able to drill holes in
any kind of ground condition.
TELESCOPIC EXTENSIONS

EARTH
TEETH

ADAPTABILITY

SHALLOW PITCH
FLIGHTS
EFFICIENCY

TUNGSTEN
TEETH

CONSTANT SPIRAL CUT
IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY

INTERCHANGEABLE WEAR PARTS
FLEXIBILITY

PILOT EXTENSIONS

ROCK
TEETH

ACCURACY

PILOTS

TOUGHNESS

8000MAX

15,000MAX 20,000MAX 25,000MAX 35,000MAX 42,000MAX 65,000MAX 100,000MAX

8,152Nm

15,071Nm

19,564Nm

24,755Nm

35,323Nm

75mm Square

1200mm
70-150
80-240

42,387Nm

66,589Nm

110mm

1200mm
80-170
80-240

1200mm
80-170
160-240

CEMENT MIXER

Swap between auger & mixer bowl
reducing the need for multiple machines

1500mm
80-170
160-240

1500mm
80-225
180-310

1800mm
80-225
180-310

TREE STUMP PLANER

Remove tree stumps easily and reduce
the cost of transporting debris

100,069Nm

150,000MAX
152,319Nm

150mm Hex

2400mm
100-280
160-320

2400mm
100-280
160-350

2400mm
100-340
160-340

LOG SPLITTER

Process and recycle logs
effortlessly into manageable pieces

EARTH
CHAIN

TRENCHERS

For soft ground

The days of using a trenching bucket may
well be over, once you have experienced how
the Auger Torque range of trenchers make
light work of your next earthmoving project.

COMBINATION
CHAIN

For mixed ground

Auger Torque’s range of Trenchers cover
depths up to 1.5 meters and widths up to
350mm and are compatible with skid steers,
backhoes and excavators up to 10t.

TUNGSTEN
CHAIN

For hard ground

Once level with the ground the trencher will
be cutting at the optimal cutting angle whilst
maintaining the correct depth. Pulling the
trench is as easy as reversing the machine
at a steady pace and even inexperienced
operators will find working with this
attachment a breeze.
Chains are available in several different tooth
configurations for trenching in soft ground,
mixed grounds and even permafrost allowing
you to cover different trenching needs.

MAX DEPTH
MAX WIDTH
FLOW RATE (lpm)
PRESSURE RANGE

MT600
600mm
300mm
35-65
160-240

Trench cleaner ensures the trench
is ready to be used in no time

MT900
900mm
300mm
45-80
180-240

MT1200
1200mm
200mm
55-95
180-240

Precision depth control skid enables
up to three different trench depths.

XHD900
900mm
350mm
60-95
180-240

XHD1200
1200mm
300mm
70-110
180-240

XHD1500
1500mm
200mm
80-115
180-240

Spoil is piled neatly to the side of the
trench by the integral auger.

VARIABLE MULCHER

Whether you are tackling overgrown ditches,
low level vegetation or whole tree removal, the
Auger Torque Variable Mulcher attachments
offer the ideal solution with perfect results.
Suitable and interchangeable for excavators
(up to 15t) and skid steers, the Variable Mulcher
provides a working width up to 1.5m and has the
unique feature of being able to change the whole
tooth drum instead of individual teeth, saving a
LOT of time in the process.

HEDGE TRIMMER

The Auger Torque Hedge Trimmer is the
perfect addition for excavators up to 8t and
skid steer loader. Attaching to an excavator
provides extra-long cutting reach, gaining
access to those taller trees, deeper hedges etc.
The Hedge Trimmer is also ideal for cutting
long grass and brush.
Attaching the optional tooth extension bar
provides a full 2.5m cutting length. This is sure
to make trimming more precise, efficient and
will provide yet another way to expand the
versatility of your machines.

Dedicated Southeast Asia Distributor’s Network in Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore,
Indonesia and Philippines ready to serve local market.
Local auger and hitch fabrication off our regional fabrication factory at Bangkok
speeds up availability for custom need augers and hitches.

